
 
  

 

This stone treatment utilizes sound massage techniques with grounding earth based awareness.  This is combined 
with next generation natural pain relief products providing a cohesive blend of old and new.  Your clients will feel 
the use of warm and cool stones and be amazed by the depth of the treatment when combined with Deep Freeze’s 
product line. Their body will embrace a deeper sensation of balance and a renewed awareness supported by 
hydrotherapy principles.  

Product: Deep Freeze™ Cool Therapy Turbo Recovery Body Wash • Deep Freeze™ Cool Therapy Pain Relieving Gel
 
Stone Supplies:

Treatment Protocol:
This protocol is for those massage therapists who are currently using hot and cold stones with deep tissue application. 
Safety in working with hot/warm stones should be a top priority for all Massage Therapists and spas.   

Hot/Warm Stones: 
Heat should always be introduced starting with warm and building gradually as the client gets adjusted to the temperature 
change. Applying heat gradually will be a significant factor in your client being confident with your skill level therefore 
producing superior results. It is important to keep in mind that the warmer the stone, the firmer and faster the pace must 
be. The pace should slow down once the temperature dissipates.    

Cold/Cool Stones: 
Cool Stones are the most important temperature you work with because it produces the greatest change. When cool 
stones are applied to the body, the pace should be slow and firm. Working with cooler temperatures is not about your 
client being cold; it is about receiving a cool application.  In addition, it must be managed in a way to respect your client’s 
hesitation or apprehension to this profound experience. For those clients that are accepting but apprehensive, the stone 
should not be too cold and working on areas such as the neck and the arms will help build up their trust.    

Cool application is essential in balancing with the use of warm stones, and the cool stones always follow 
the heat.  When you are working with hydrotherapy and varying temperatures, please work within your 
abilities and respect the tolerance of your clients.

Preparation for the treatment will begin in the changing/locker-room
Deep Freeze™ Turbo Recovery Body Wash will be offered to the client to be used as they shower before 
being met by their therapist. 

Clients should be informed to avoid contact with eyes mucous membranes and open wounds and 
sensitive areas when using Deep Freeze™ Turbo Recovery Body Wash: (Keep out of reach of children.)  

SIGNATURE STONE TREATMENT

- Stone Heater
- Basalt Stones (warm)
- Marble Stones (cool)
- Cooler with Ice

- Wooden Spoon
- Bowl for Cool Water 
- Massage Oil 
- Thermometer    



We would suggest this 8.4 oz product to be included in the service cost and used for home care by your client. Turbo 
Recovery is used in the shower and left on the body for 3 to 5 minutes before rinsing off. This product will assist in muscle 
recovery and increase circulation to ischemic tissues. Your client will feel the tingling healing effect as they are waiting for 
you to come and great them.

Consultation: Use intake form and pay special attention to medications and soft tissue injuries. Ask your client if they ever 
received a stone treatment before and if cool stones were used. Let them know that they are in control of the session at all 
times and that their feedback is important. Explain the benefits of using both warm and cool stones and how the topical 
products being used will enhance the end result.
 
As you enter the treatment room with your client, your warm stones will be at a working temperature and a cooler with 
marble stones will be ready for use. You will also have massage oil and Deep Freeze™ Cool Therapy Pain Relieving Gel at 
your station. By this point, you should have your client’s history and know the areas of concentration.   

•  Your client will be on the table in a prone position and you will start on their back. You will first apply the Deep Freeze™ 
Cool Therapy Gel to places of concentration and rub in until absorbed. 

We will be working the back in quadrants; lower back and upper back on the same side then repeat the pattern on the 
other side.   3 to 4 stones will be used in each quadrant.

Before working with the stone, apply a small amount of oil on the entire back. Now choose the appropriate size stone based 
on your client size and the size of your hand. You will be working with one stone at a time

•  Apply just enough oil with your hands so the stone will glide without creating unnecessary friction. Too much oil will 
compromise your own ability to change your body mechanics. When more oil is required, add a few drops to the stone you 
are working with and turn the stone in your hands then apply the excess oil from your hands in the area you are working on. 

•  Be aware that applying heat should be gradual; start with warm stones and increase as the client gets adjusted to the 
heat considering that each client’s tolerance to heat will be different. As a stone loses its temperature, you will want to 
transition that stone to your client’s hand while it is still warm. This will give your client the feeling of being connected to 
the treatment even when you step away from the table. 

•  Being that you will be using more than 2 stones in each quadrant of the back, you will have to exchange the stone from 
the client’s hand, putting it back into the heater.

•  This will be repeated with each quadrant of the back. You might end up spending 25 minutes on the back, so be 
conscious of time management. Once you have completed the application of warm/hot stones on the back, you will 
follow up with the introduction of cool stones. During this segment, you will be working with two stones at the same time 
and doing two applications. You will most likely be using medium size round marble stones so you will be taking out two 
pairs. Ask your client to take a deep breath; you will first apply the stones to the upper back during your client’s exhale. The 
upper back receives cooler temperatures much better than the lower back so you will take out most of the coolness out of 
the stones above the inferior angle of the scapulars. When you first apply the cool stones, press them firmly into the upper 
back and do not move them until the client gets adjusted to the temperature change. Then you will move the stones firm 
and slow not passing the inferior angle of the scapulars. Several passes may be necessary before moving down the back. 
As the stones start to lose their temperature, you may proceed down to the lower back with the pressure still being firm 
and slow. When the stones are close to being neutral in temperature, you will place them in your client’s hands and repeat 
the same process with the second pair. When the cool stone passes are completed, you will drape the back and do some 
gentle rocking and compression before moving on to the posterior leg.



At this time, apply the Deep Freeze™ Cool Therapy Gel to enhance the hydrotherapy experience. You will be using 3 large 
to medium size warm round stones adding the appropriate amount of oil (maybe a brand name). You will be using two 
stones for the gluteus muscle and hamstrings and one stone for the calf and planter surface of the foot. When working on 
the leg, you want to work the lateral side first, starting at the hip. The lateral side of the leg receives heat more comfortably 
than the medial side. After you have completed working with the warm stones, you will use one large cool stone to finish 
with that leg. When applying the cool stone, press firmly into the lateral side of the upper leg and do not move until the 
client is adjusted to the temperature change. Then repeat on second leg.

Have the client turn to a supine position;

Stone placements; (optional) 
We will start off with two stone placements; the thickest oblong stone will be wrapped up in several layers of a pillow case 
and placed just below the occipital ridge. The second stone will be your largest placements stone and positioned just 
below the rib cage. When placing stones on the body, it is imperative that proper precautions are taken to ensure that the 
client does not receive too much heat. A towel barrier should be placed between the client and the stone when being 
placed on the torso. 

•  The protocol for the anterior leg is the same as posterior as far as the stone application is concerned with both warm and 
cool stones and product application. 

You will be starting with two medium round stones for the quadriceps and one small for the lower leg.
 We will not be using stones on the dorsal surface of the foot. 

•  Application on the arms will be next; you will be working with two medium or small round stones starting on the 
shoulder and pectoral region and working your way down to the hands. When you have completed working with two 
stones, you will apply one cool stone to close off working on that arm. (Repeat on the other arm)

•  You will be closing out the session working on the neck (you can use Deep Freeze™ Cool Therapy Gel on the neck but 
make sure you keep it away from the face and eyes by removing any residue from your hands). You will take out four 
oblong or trigger point stones which will be wrapped in a towel placed on the floor by your stool. You will also place the 
cooler with marble stones in it on the other side of the stool. You then remove the warm stone from the occipital ridge. 
When applying oil to the neck you will apply some to the shoulders as well. This will provide an appropriate place to 
dissipate heat from warm stones if needed. You will want to work with the thinner stones first; they will lose heat faster. 
Work with two stones on one side of the neck then repeat on the other side. You will now stretch the neck. 

The final stone application will be done with two medium round cool stones. You will initiate contact with the stones at the 
occipital ridge during the exhale of your client. You will work the same points and areas that you worked on with the warm 
stones. To close off a session, you will be doing a scalp massage and finish with acupressure points on the face. (When 
doing a face massage, make sure you do not have any Deep Freeze™ Cool Therapy Gel on your hands)          
    
DISCLAIMER: The practice of deep tissue healing without proper training from a practitioner qualified to teach this modality can cause injury. Therefore, 
SpiriPhysical LLC , Bruce Baltz and Deep Freeze Team, LLC  jointly and severally, cannot and shall not be held liable for any injury or other consequence 
resulting from the practice of deep tissue healing.
                                             

The Deep Freeze Team is committed to home care and wellbeing of your clients while  
supporting your practice/spa/clinic with retail opportunities. 

Retail Products:

• DEEP FREEZE™ Cool Therapy Pain Relieving Gel 2oz.
• DEEP FREEZE™ Cool Therapy Pain Relieving Gel 4oz. Roll-On
• DEEP FREEZE™ Cool Therapy Pain Relieving Gel 8oz. with Pump

• DEEP FREEZE™ Cool Therapy Pain Relieving Spray 4oz.
•  DEEP FREEZE™ Cool Therapy Pain Relieving Gel  

16oz. with Pump


